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One of the key features of the yew is its peeling bark that makes 
the tree look old, a quality highly appreciated for bonsai trees. 
The yew is a slow grower, with a slim and elegantly shaped 
trunk. It produces red fruit, which are enticing but poisonous. 
The yew is also one of the few conifers that likes a little shade. 

The Japanese black pine is a native of Japan and is arguably 
one of the most classic of bonsai pine species. Black pines 
are very vigorous trees that are commonly grown in Japan in 
parks and ornamental gardens where they can reach heights 
of twenty-five feet and produce a tree canopy up to thirty-five 
feet. Being extremely hearty and disease free makes a black 
pine bonsai perfect for beginners and masters alike.    

This crepe myrtle bonsai has beautiful foliage that changes in 
the fall to wonderful orange and red hues. During summer, it 
produces clusters of pink flowers. Another wonderful quality 
of this tree is its ease of creating age from the trunk, making it 
appear older than it is. Easy to care for and easy to train, the 
crepe myrtle is a great beginner tree.

The very dense needle growth of white pines appears bright 
green to bluish green—a very attractive color. This native of      
Japan can grow to be fifty feet tall and is a favorite bonsai subject 
around the world, as well as in its own homeland. The textured 
brown bark of this particular specimen adds to its already desir-
able features making this white pine one of our favorites. 

Yew | #75 
$400 

Artist: 
Dr. Bob Gilbert
original circa 1998

White Pine | #40 
$300 

Artist:
Ted Groszbiewicz
circa 1970 

Black Pine | #173 
$450

Artist:
Dr. Bob Gilbert 
original circa 1970

White Pine | #241 
$600

Artist:
Steve Knapp 

This white pine bonsai was created during a workshop at an       
Atlanta Bonsai Society convention by a long-time volunteer in the 
Bonsai Study Group, Steve Knapp. It has a rich history of cura-
tion by Steve, who will be more than happy to help you with 
maintaining its structure and beauty on the second Saturday of 
every month when the Study Group meets at the Gardens. The 
hand-glazed pot enhances the tree’s already desirable qualities. 

Crepe Myrtle | #35 
$350

Artist:
Dr. Bob Gilbert 
original circa 1998

Lace Bark Elm | #81 
$700 

Artist:
Dr. Bob Gilbert 
original circa 1999

Owing to its versatility and ability to tolerate a wide range of tem-
peratures, light, and humidity conditions, the lace bark elm is a 
popular choice as a bonsai specimen, and is perhaps the single 
most widely available species. The bark of this elm creates a visu-
ally stunning masterpiece in and of itself.  It is considered a good 
choice for beginners because of its high tolerance for pruning. 

SOLD
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Taxodium, or bald cypress, is native to the southern states. In 
the wild, this tree can reach heights of seventy feet. The needle- 
shaped foliage is light green and soft. The bald cypress can 
thrive in wet soil and even tolerates standing water. After 
many years, it produces the so-called knees, woody structures 
from the root system, which appear above the water level. The          
autumn color of the leaves is spectacular, developing from      
yellowish to auburn before the foliage completely falls off. The 
pot on this tree alone is valued at more than $100. 

This is a classic bonsai tree done in a classic style. Although 
bonsai are often showcased as single trees, in nature they 
are more commonly found in groups. The forest style (in              
Japanese “Yose-ue”) is one of the most popular styles of       
bonsai. Who can’t picture themselves walking in this forest? 
Add the fabulous fall foliage—is it any wonder zelkova is a 
worldwide favorite?

Ficus bonsai trees are well known for being exceptionally       
hardy plants that can withstand a wide variety of environ-
ments. They typically have sturdy, thick leaves that provide 
abundant foliage, and they are considered easy maintenance. 
You may even enjoy tiny figs! This ficus bonsai tree offers an 
ideal combination of unique style and effortless care. The pot 
is also hand fired and glazed.

Taxodium | #21 
$500 

Artist:
Steve Knapp 

Ficus | #28 
$600 

Artist:
Dr. Bob Gilbert 
original circa 1980

Zelkova Forest | # 218 
$450 

Artist:
Grant Seeds
circa 1981

Twin Trident
Maples | #14 
$750

Artist: 
Dr. Bob Gilbert 
original circa 1992

Trident maple trees are well known for their superb fall               
color, which ranges from fiery reds to yellows and everything 
in between. The bark is dappled pale brown and exfoliates 
with age revealing a grey orange/brown color. Their small, 
uniquely-shaped leaves have 3 short lobes close together—
hence the name trident. New spring growth is often bronze to 
purple. A thick trunk, lovely colorful leaves, and a sturdy dis-
position—all make the trident maple one of the most sought 
after trees by enthusiasts and collectors.  
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